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Abstract--We show that partially cylindrically symmetric solutions of the motion equations of special 
relativistic, adiabatic, ideal fluid dynamics, have the same noncanonical Hamiltonian structure as the 
original motion equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The conservative dynamics of every continuous medium is governed by the noncanonical 
Hamiltonian formalism. This important fact is an experimental observation made repeatedly since 
the early forties [1] for diverse fluid dynamical and field theoretical situations. (Refs [2-19] describe 
such observations for a wide variety of dissimilar systems.) The noncanonical Poisson brackets in 
all these theories have a common mathematical origin: they are associated with the natural 
Hamiltonian structures on the dual spaces to semidirect product Lie algebras of the type D, oc V, 
sometimes accompanied by appropriate generalized two-cocyles [13-19]; here D, stands for the Lie 
algebra of vector fields on ~" and V is a subspace in the space of tensor fields on R". (V may also 
possess a Lie algebraic structure itself, e.g. in the case of superfluids [16].) 
The Lie algebraic haracter of these Hamiltonian structures turns out to have certain rigidity 
property with respect o various operations over physical systems. One such operation is special 
relativisation [18]: deforming nonrelativistic fluid dynamics, with the parameter c -s, into (special) 
relativistic fluid dynamics, results in a regular deformation of the basic dynamical variables and 
the energy, but with the Hamiltonian structure identical to that of the limiting (c -2~0)  
noncanonical system. (Here c is the speed of light. More details can be found below.) 
The main result of this paper is that there exists another general operation which leaves 
noncanonical Hamiltonian structures invariant: the reduction with respect o the direct sum of 
orthogonal groups, that is to say, the cylindrical reduction. We demonstrate here the Hamiltonian 
forminvariance with respect o this reduction in the case of a special relativistic, adiabatic, ideal 
fluid. (The systems of long surface waves and nonrelativistic magnetohydrodynamics are treated 
in Refs [20] and [21], respectively.) At the moment, let us see why such a result should not be, 
a priori, expected. Recall that there exist two type of reductions in field theories: in the first one, 
the space-time dimension of the system is reduced; and in the second, the space-time dimension 
is unchanged (the latter is, essentially, a finite-dimensional case typical for classical mechanics; here 
the Hamiltonian character of the reduced system may be, sometimes, anticipated). If, as is the case 
for the cylindrical reduction, the space-time dimension changes, then what used to be a 
conservation law (c.l.) for our system (or for any system of partial differential equations for that 
matter) becomes, when reduced, no longer a c.l. for the reduced system. Ditto the energy function, 
to say nothing of the Hamiltonian structure itself. 
It appears that the Hamiltonian invariance with respect o the cylindrical reduction is a rather 
general phenomenon, although the underlying reasons for this phenomenon are unclear. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we set up the basic motion equations, 
and prove their Hamiltonian character (following directly Refs [18, 22)]. In Section 3, we derive the 
motion equations for cylindrically invariant flows, find the relevant Hamiltonian structure and 
show that, after a nonhomogeneous rescaling of the dynamical variables, the Hamiltonian form 
returns to its nonreduced character. 
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2. SPECIAL RELAT IV IST IC  ADIABAT IC  FLU ID DYNAMICS:  
THE MOTION EQUATIONS AND THEIR  HAMILTONIAN FORM 
Let x = (xj . . . . .  x,) be the Euclidean coordinates in R". In the laboratory reference frame (see 
Ref. [23] for a derivation of the basic equations), the fluid velocity is v, its density is p, its specific 
entropy is r/and its momentum density is M [the space-time velocity of the fluid is u, = ~ ( -  1, v/c)], 
the relativistic factor 7 is given as 
= ~(v)  = (1 - v2/c 2) "L v ~ = E v~. (1) 
J 
We denote by subscript "zero" the variables measured in the proper frame of the fluid. We have: 
P = ~Po, (2) 
,7 = ,lo (3) 
and 
Po = P~ ~3eo(Po, qo) 
¢3po , (4) 
where Po is the pressure and e0 = eo(Po, qo) is the specific internal energy of the fluid, all evaluated 
in the proper frame. The variables M and v are related as follows: 
M = 0v ,  (5)  
where 
and 
0 = pyw (6) 
w = 1 + (eo + Po/Po)C 2. 
The motion equations of an adiabatic fluid are 
p, + Y (pvAj = o, 
~,t"~ E ~],jVj = 0 
and 
(7) 
(8)  
(9) 
M;.,+ ~ (M;vAj+ Po,;=O, (10) 
where subscript " t "  denotes the partial time derivative, ( ),j stands for ~3( )/dxj, E means "sum 
over repeated indices" and v in equations (8)-00) is considered as a regular in the c 2 function 
of M, p and q, through relations (2), (3) and (5)-(7). To see that these relations can be resolved, 
notice that for c 2= 0 we have the usual nonrelativistic formulae 
M=pv,  v=p- IM.  (11) 
Denote 
H = c2(0 - p )  - Po, (12) 
H is the energy density of our fluid. For the purposes of the Hamiltonian formulation, we need 
to compute the partial derivatives of H with respect o M, p and r/. For this, we first establish some 
useful identities. 
Proposit ion 2.1 
We have 
8w 8P  o (13) 
c2p° 8Po - dPo' 
0 = [(pw) 2 + M2/c2] I/2 (14) 
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and 
2 07 _ 
WC2p'~- ~Vj- Mj. 
Proof We have, by equations (7) and (4), 
a(c2w) ~ Oeo OPo l OPo 
= vro = --+P°-~poP° -P°P°P°2= po Opo po (eo + Po/Po) Po Opo Opo' 
which proves equation (13). Also, from equations (5), (1) and (6), we have 
0-2c 2M2=c-2v2=1- l , -2= l-O-2p2w2 
so that 
0-2(C-2M2 d- p2w2) = 1, 
which proves equation (14). Lastly, from equation (1), we have 
O7 wc2p?-27:7_ = wc2p7-2(-1)(1 -v2/c2)-s/2(-2vj/c 2) = wp?vj 
vvj 
which is equation (15). 
(15) 
[by equation (6)] = Ovj 
[by equation (5)] = Mj, 
Lemma 2.1 
We have 
and 
OH 
OM-~J, 
OH 
-- c2(7-'w -- 1) 
Op 
Proof We have 
OH 2 00 OPo 
- -  - -C  OMj OMj OMj 
OH 
-~ = C2pow,, - Po,,. 
f ~ Ow :Mj) [by equation (14)] = c2 ~ [ p w-ff-~/+ c
= C20_lpz w Ow Opo OPo Opo Op----oO---~j+ O-'Mj Opo OMj [by equation (6)] 
Opo {,2e Ow OPo~ = OMj\ 70po O-~Po) + O-'Mj [by equations (2) and (5)] 
Opo( ow OPo) 
= O---~jj czp° Opo Opo] + vj [by equation (13)] = vj, 
which proves equation (16). Furthermore, 
e,; 2/oo_ l _oPo = c ~pp ] Op [by equation (14)] 
1 [ 2 2 OW~ C2 :c aVw 
Ow Opo 
: C2W7- I  + C2p7-1 
Opo Op 
3Po Opo [by equation (6)] 
Opo Op 
c2 OPo Opo [by equation (2)] 
Opo Op 
Opo ( Ow 
: c2w.~-! c  2 +.~p c2po p ° 
OPo Opo 
Opo OMj 
OPo~ ~PoJ [by equation (13)] = c2(wT-I _ 1), 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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which is equation (17). Finally, 
OH _ c2 ~0 0Po 
Or/ Oq Or/ 
2 1 2 c~w c3P 0 
[by equation (14)] = c up w 0rl dr/ [by equations (6) and (2)] 
= c2pow,, -- Po,,, 
which is equation (18). 
We need one more identity. 
Lemma 2.2 
We have: 
~'[(Mivj).j+ Mjvj.i]+ p(c2w7 1_ 1),i -- rl.i(C2poW ,l -- Po,,) = ~ (M~vj),j + Po,~. (19) 
Proof. We have 
P(C2W7 -l -1) . ,= p c2 7 '(W, poPo,, + w.,q,,)- ~ w7 2~vjVj., 
[by equations (2) and (13); and by equation (15)] 
= Po, p,°.i + ¢2pow, nq . i -  E Mjvj. i 
so that the r.h.s, of equation (19) can be rewritten as 
Z (M, vj).j + Po.pP., + q.,Po., = ~ (M, vj),j + Po.,, 
which is exactly the 1.h.s. of equation (19)• • 
Now we are in a position to establish the Hamiltonian form of the motion equations (8)-(10). 
Theorem 2.1 
Equations (8)-(10) can be written in the following Hamiltonian form: 
• Mc~ / 6H\  3H, --Mit=E(~jMiq- j i)t-~mjj)-t-P~i(~--p)-~,i ~ (20) 
and 
-P"= Z dJP (21) 
6H 
- t/., = ~ q.j 6Mj' (22) 
with H given by equation (12), and with 0j being the "total" derivative corresponding to O/Oxj. 
Proof Using equation (16) we see that equations (21) and (22) become equations (8) and 
(9), respectively. Also, using equations (16)-(18) in equation (20), we recover equation (10) by 
equation (19). • 
Remark 2.1 
(i) The Hamiltonian form (20)-(22) is naturally associated [15] with the Lie algebra 
J~ = O, ~ (A ° • An), (23) 
where A k denotes the space of differential k-forms on ~". 
(ii) The Hamiltonian form (20)-(22) is form invariant under relativisation: it is the same as for 
the nonrelativisitic case c -Z~ 0. 
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variables x = (xl . . . . .  x,) are divided 
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and, since 
we obtain 
--mi,, ~(s ( j ) - -  I ) = _ +Oj (miVj )+Poi  • \ rj 
Now, for equation (8) we get 
rj 
_ xXJ ( l ) I +Z 
= ~ s( j  )P rj • rj .j 
= ~,  (s( j )  + rjOfl(rf'pVj) 
Xi  
- -  - -  mi ,  t - -  "'- [Po ,  poPO, i + Po, ,Tr l ,  i] = - M i~, t  - Po ,  i~ 
= 2 ~xj~ \ ri rj 
1 Xi~ ~ Xi~ 1 (l___ ni I V.'~ xja, 
ri ri rg \ r  i rj JJ,j rj 
- =-miV i+Es( j  m, V j+Er i r  j m, - -  mi ,  t e0, i r i  ,J 
~r i r J ( r~. rmiV j ) j=~(miV j )4+ -~ miV i -~. ,  miVj, 
X i ol 
r i  
so that 
(29) 
Assume that the into N groups: 
x = {xj=l 1 ~<~ ~< s(j), 1 ~<j ~<N}. Denote 
rj = x (24) 
and assume that the variables p and ~ depend upon x only through r = (r~ . . . . .  rN): 
p =p(r) ,  q = q(r). (25) 
Then the system (8)--(10) becomes overdetermined, and to return to determinacy we impose the 
following radial flow conditions: 
Xi= Mi~ = xi-z~mi(r), t'i= = - -  Vi(r). (26) 
r i  f i  
Relations (2)-(4), (6) and (7) will then remain unchanged, equation (5) becomes 
m = 0V,  (27) 
while equation (1) becomes, due to equations (26), 
7 = 7(V) = (1 - V2/c2) -'/2 (28) 
Let us compute the reduced motion equations. Starting with equation (10), we have, denoting 
now ( ),j = O( )/Orj: 
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so that 
-' ) = +a,  
\ rj 
Finally, for equation (9) we get 
-- r/,, = Z r/,j~t)a = Z xs~ xj~rJ=ztl.jVj, 
r~ tl'j V~ 
so that 
Let us show that the reduced system (29)-(31) is a Hamiltonian system. Set 
N N 
R=l - I r )  "J), R '=  l - I ry  )-', 
j= l  j= l  
so that 
and define 
s(j  ) - 1 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
By Lemma 2.1, we have 
OH 
+ 1 = ROjR-', (33) 
H = [c2(0 -p ) -  Po]R 1. (34) 
with H given by equation (34). 
(ii) Equations (36)-(38) are Hamiltonian and are associated with the same Lie algebra Ju (23) 
as the nonreduced equations (20)-(22) (but with N instead of n). 
Proof (i) Using equations (35) and (33), we see that equation (34) yields equation (30) and 
equation (38) yields equation (31). On the other hand, substituting equations (35) into equation 
(36) we obtain the same type expression as in the 1.h.s. of equation (19), with the only exception 
that instead of the E Oj(m i ~)-term we now have 
EROAmi~R- ' )=Z " 7j +Sj (m,~) 
by equation (33) and this is exactly the term in equation (29) which has replaced the E 8j(m~ )- 
term in the r.h.s, of equation (19). 
(ii) There are two ways to demonstrate he Hamiltonian property of equations (36)-(38) (i.e. to 
check the Jacobi identity of the associated Poisson bracket). Noticing that the basic variables m, 
p, r/ enter linearly in the r.h.s, of equations (36)-(38), one may reconstruct the associated Lie 
algebra. Equivalently (hut avoiding the Lie algebraic route, and in any case shorter), one can notice 
that the change of variables 
M'=R- Im,  p '=R lp, r/'=r/ (39) 
transforms the system (36)-(38) (see Ref.[15]) into exactly the nonreduced form (20)-(22). • 
OH OH 
Omj ~R- ' ,  ~p c2(7 lw_ l )  R ,, Orl (c2pow _Po,,OR i. (35) 
Theorem 3.1 
(i) The reduced dynamical system (29)-(31) can be written in the following form: 
-mi.t= ~ (mjOi R + Rc3jm,) + pOiR - Rrl, i 
-p . ,=  ~_R~jp(6~mj) (37) 
6H 
- = E R .j Era,: (38) 
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